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Abstract Sequence stratigraphy has been applied in a

wide range of scales of time and space, from decimeter-

thick layers formed within hours to kilometer-thick basin

fills formed during hundreds of millions of years. The tra-

ditional approach to practice sequence stratigraphy in this

wide range of scales is to subdivide the sediment piles into

an ordered hierarchy of sequence cycles of different dura-

tion and different architecture. An alternative are scale-

invariant models with fractal characteristics. Published data

confirm two predictions of the ordered-hierarchy model:

sequences of very short duration (\1 9 103 years) are

parasequences bounded by flooding surfaces, very long

sequences ([200 9 106 years) are symmetrical transgres-

sive–regressive cycles. However, the sequence record in the

range of 1 9 104–200 9 106 years, the principal domain of

sequence stratigraphy, shows a rather irregular succession

of sequences with variable symmetry and bounded by

flooding surfaces or exposure surfaces. For these time

scales, scale-invariant models are a good first approxima-

tion, particularly because the evidence for scale-invariance

and randomness in the stratigraphic record is strong: Fre-

quency spectra of sea-level change as well as rates of sed-

imentation and rates of accommodation change plotted

against length of observation span show basic trends

indistinguishable from random walk. These trends, com-

bined with scale-invariant sequence models may be the

most efficient tools for across-the-board predictions on

sequences and for locating islands of order in the sequence

record.

Keywords Sequence stratigraphy � Sequence orders �
Sedimentation rate � Sea level � Fractal

Introduction

The concepts of stratigraphic sequences (Sloss 1963) and

sequence stratigraphy (Vail et al. 1977) are among the most

significant developments in sedimentary geology in the

past half-century. Sloss’ (1963) concept of stratigraphic

sequences arose from the well-known history of trans-

gressions and regressions on cratons, i.e. processes in a

time frame of 107–108 years. The starting point for the

sequence stratigraphy of Vail et al. (1977) were seismic

data of large basins and continental margins, i.e. data in the

stratigraphic time frame of 106–108 years. The intensive

use of data from boreholes and outcrops expanded the

sequence-stratigraphic technique to stratigraphic scales far

below the million-year range. At present, sequence stra-

tigraphy is applied at time scales of 10-1–108 years, i.e.

over nine orders of magnitude of years, and to stratigraphic

bodies of 10-2–103 m, i.e. five orders of magnitude in

thickness. The possibilities and problems that arise from

practicing sequence stratigraphy in this wide range of

temporal and spatial scales are the subject of this review. I

first present two contrasting models of sequence stratigra-

phy—ordered hierarchy versus scale invariance of strati-

graphic sequences—and subsequently assess to what extent

these models fit the observational data.

It should be noted that the wide range of spatial scales is

easier to handle than the large variation of temporal scales.

Sadler and Strauss (1990) succinctly state the problem of

long time spans in sedimentary geology: ‘‘…Some modern

sites of deposition have been monitored continually, but

only for time spans that fall far short of the time it would
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take to accumulate a typical stratigraphical section…’’ In

other words, the present may be the key to depositional

structures and facies of the past but it is a rather imperfect

guide to how the stratigraphic record actually forms. A

specific problem concerns process rates. The rates of

deposition and of accommodation change, the two funda-

mental controls of stratigraphic sequences, have been

shown to change with the length of the time span of

observation. Modern rates are meaningless unless they are

scaled to the time span under consideration. Therefore,

plots of process rates versus time will figure prominently in

this report.

Contrasting models of sequence stratigraphy

Ordered hierarchy of stratigraphic sequences

The pioneer papers on sequence stratigraphy postulated

that stratigraphic sequences formed an ordered hierarchy of

cycles, controlled by an analogous hierarchy of eustatic

sea-level cycles (Vail et al. 1977, p 83–97). Three orders of

sea-level cycles were recognized: first-order cycles of 200–

300 Myr duration, second-order cycles of 10–80 Myr, and

third-order cycles of 1–10 Myr duration. Second and third

order cycles were found to have very similar architecture,

described by the ‘‘slug-model’’ of sequences (Fig. 1; Vail

1987; Posamentier and Vail 1988). First-order cycles were

viewed as symmetrical alternations of transgressive and

regressive stratigraphic successions. This difference in

architecture was attributed to differences in eustatic sea-

level cycles. Sea-level movements associated with first-

order sequences were depicted as nearly symmetrical

waves in the time domain, sea-level cycles associated with

second and third- order sequences were assumed to be

strongly asymmetrical with slow rises and rapid falls (Vail

et al. 1977).

The system of orders was significantly expanded by Van

Wagoner et al. (1988) who reported that the building

blocks of third-order sequence cycles were sequence cycles

bounded by flooding surfaces rather than exposure sur-

faces; the term ‘‘parasequence’’ was introduced for these

shorter sequence cycles below the classical third-order

sequences.

In an important overview of the ordered hierarchy of

sequences, Vail et al. (1991) identified tectonics, eustasy,

and sedimentation as the basic controls on sequences with

eustasy as the principal cause of the hierarchy. First-order

cycles were attributed to tectono-eustasy, i.e. changes in

the rates of sea-floor spreading and the formation/destruc-

tion of supercontinents. Cratons were found to present the

best records of these symmetrical transgressive–regressive

cycles. Cycles of second through fifth order were called

sequence cycles. Second and third order cycles were

assumed to have typical sequence architecture with low-

stand, transgressive and highstand systems tracts and

exposure surfaces as sequence boundaries. Cycles of fourth

and fifth order were assumed to show either classical

sequence architecture (‘‘simple sequences’’) or parase-

quence architecture, i.e. shoaling successions bounded by

flooding surfaces and devoid of lowstand tracts.

Duval et al. (1998) studied long cycles and their

potential for predicting major hydrocarbon source rocks.

The study includes an overview of the architecture of the

different orders of sequence cycles (Fig. 2). In contrast to

Vail et al. (1991), second-order cycles are viewed as

S' > A'
Highstand ST

Lowstand ST

S' > A'

Sequence boundary

A' < 0

A' > S'
Transgressive ST

future transgressive surface

(a)

(b)

Standard model of stratigraphic sequences 

non-marine marine

Highstand ST

Transgressive ST
Lowstand ST

exposure surface
(sequence boundary)

Interpretation of systems tracts and sequence boundary in terms of two rates:
      rate of accommodation creation A' = dA/dt
      rate of sediment supply S' = dS/dt

Fig. 1 a Standard (‘‘slug’’) model of stratigraphic sequences (Vail

1987, modified). b Interpretation of the model components in terms of

rates of accommodation change and rates of sediment supply

(Schlager 1992, modified). Most of the features in the model depend

on the balance of the two rates. However, the exposure surface on top

of the marine highstand tract of the preceding sequence and the

(orange) lowstand systems tract can only form if the rate of

accommodation creation is negative, i.e. if sea-level has fallen,

regardless of the rate of sediment supply
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symmetrical and different from the asymmetrical cycles of

the third order.

Both Vail et al. (1991) and Duval et al. (1998) define

sequence orders by duration but there is also a systematic

change in depositional architecture with decreasing duration.

First-order cycles (according to Duval et al. 1998 also sec-

ond-order cycles) are symmetrical transgressive–regressive

successions composed of asymmetrical third-order cycles

bounded by exposure surfaces. Third-order cycles, in turn,

are composed of asymmetrical parasequences (fourth order

and lower) bounded by flooding surfaces.

Scale-invariant stratigraphic sequences

Randomness and scale-invariance in the sediment record

Scale-invariance is a basic property of many geologic

features, such as faults, folds and the stratigraphic suc-

cession of layers. The need to put scales on photographs of

such features indicates their scale-invariance. The follow-

ing examples of scale-invariance are particularly relevant

for sedimentary geology in general and sequence stratig-

raphy in particular.

• Many populations of sedimentary units (thickness of

beds or formations, duration of stratigraphic sequences)

exhibit lognormal frequency distributions. This implies

that in most of the population frequency decreases

exponentially with linearly increasing class size. Sig-

nificant modes in abundance are lacking. These findings

strongly suggest that the basic structure of the sediment

record is that of a continuum with the hierarchy of

orders representing rather arbitrary subdivisions of this

continuum (Drummond and Wilkinson 1996).

• Characteristic elements in the architecture of sediment

accumulations have been shown to be invariant over

wide ranges of spatial and temporal scales. Thorne

(1995) developed a quantitative model of the triad of

topset–foreset–bottomset, a critical element in sequence

architecture. He argued that this architecture remains

virtually invariant for vertical scales of 100–103 m. Van

Wagoner et al. (2003) showed that the plan-view

patterns of sediment accumulations fed by a point

source, such as deltas and turbidite fans, remain

invariant on scales of about 14 orders of magnitude in

area. Posamentier et al. (1992) showed that a meter-

scale delta that formed in a drainage ditch within hours

exhibits many characteristic features of stratigraphic

sequences. Scale-invariance also has been observed for

basic patterns of biological precipitates, such as the

formation of rimmed carbonate platforms (Fouke et al.

2000; D’Argenio 2001).

• The power spectrum of sea-level change has been

compiled for 15 orders of magnitude of frequency

(Harrison 2002). The dominant trend is that power

varies with the square of the reciprocal frequency—a

turning point

exposure surface

flooding surface

BOUNDARIES ORDER & NAME

1. continental 
encroachment

2. transgressive-
regressive

3. sequence

4th - 6th order
parasequence

sea level

sea level

Transgressive systems tract

Highstand systems tract

regression      trangression

Lowstand systems tract

substrate

substrate

Fig. 2 Sequence architecture in

the ordered-hierarchy model of

sequences. Long sequence

cycles (first and second order)

are rather symmetrical

transgressive–regressive units.

Third-order cycles are classical

sequence cycles bounded by

exposure surfaces and

consisting of lowstand,

transgressive and highstand

systems tracts. Cycles of fourth

order and shorter are

parasequences, i.e. shoaling

upward successions bounded by

flooding surfaces. After Duval

et al. (1998), modified
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characteristic of random walk. Deviations from this

trend, indicating more ordered patterns, form ‘‘islands

of order’’ in the overall trend.

• Rates of accommodation change have been compiled

by Sadler (1994) for time scales of days to hundreds of

millions of years. Figure 3 shows the part most relevant

for sequence stratigraphy, i.e. the time scales of 103–

108 years. Sadler’s data were generated in two inde-

pendent ways: (1) rates calculated from depth below

modern sea level of peritidal carbonates, i.e. sediments

that were deposited within few meters of mean sea

level; and (2) the sums of independent estimates of

mean subsidence rates and rates of eustatic sea-level

change. The agreement between the two datasets is

impressive. The basic trend for both sets is that the

change in accommodation rates is proportional to the

reciprocal square root of time, again a trend character-

istic of random walk.

• Sediment accumulation rates decrease with increasing

time span of observation (Fig. 4; Sadler 1981, 1999;

Plotnick 1986). In the time domain of days to hundreds

of millions of years, the basic trend of sedimentation

rates is to decrease with the reciprocal square root of

time. As with the accommodation record, this trend is

typical of random walk. Sadler (1999, p. 39) noted that

the residuals of this first-order trend are not random:

sedimentation rates of very short time spans show

steeper trends (high proportion of time represented by
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Fig. 3 Rates of accommodation creation as a function of the time

span of observation. Red circles with bar represent mean and one

standard deviation of accommodation rates, estimated from modern

depths below sea floor of ancient peritidal carbonates. Green band:

sum of mean subsidence rate and the upper envelope of rates of sea-

level change estimated from sea-level histories (all data from Sadler

1994, modified). Note overall good agreement between red and green

data set. Data from subsidence and sea-level histories show smooth

trend, peritidal deposits show more fluctuations, most notably in the

range of 104–105 years. However, the basic trend of both data sets is

close to that of a random walk (magenta lines)
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Fig. 4 Sedimentation rates of siliciclastics and carbonates as a

function of the time span of observation (after Sadler 1999, modified).

In both sediment families rates decrease with increasing time span

and the basic trend is very close to the trend of random walk (magenta
lines). Trends in deep-sea environments are rather smooth; trends in

shallow-water environments have steps and plateaus, indicating

bundling of hiatuses in certain intervals probably caused by periodic

sea-level cycles. Distinct step between 104 and 105 years in both

groups approximately coincides with pronounced orbital cycles
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hiatuses), very long-term rates show flatter trends

(lower proportion of time in hiatuses). Sadler (1999)

tentatively attributes this pattern to the increasing role

of lithospheric subsidence with increasing time span.

Fractal model of scale-invariant sequence stratigraphy

The strong evidence for scale-invariant patterns in the

stratigraphic record and the persistent problems with defin-

ing orders in the sequence hierarchy led to the formulation of

a scale-invariant model for tropical carbonate sequences

(Schlager 2004). The model postulates the following:

• The sequence record has fractal characteristics, i.e.

longer sequences are upscaled versions of shorter

sequences.

• There are two basic building blocks of the sequence

record: S sequences (or ‘‘standard sequences’’) are

bounded by exposure surfaces and are commonly

endowed with a lowstand systems tract; P sequences

(or parasequences) are bounded by flooding surfaces

and devoid of lowstand tracts. All sequences include

transgressive and highstand tracts.

• In the spatial and temporal validity range of the model,

P and S sequences form random alternations. Moreover,

the shelf-margin trajectories of long-term prograding

systems have fractal characteristics.

Figure 5 summarizes the characteristics of the scale-

invariant sequence model for tropical carbonate deposits.

The model was proposed for the time range of 103–106

years. The lower limit of this time interval is determined by

the rates of soil processes since the discrimination between

P sequences and S sequences depends first on the

development of soil features for recognizing ‘‘exposure’’ in

sedimentological terms. Build-up of organic matter, one of

the fastest soil processes, takes 103 years or more to reach

significant levels (Birkeland 1999). Accretion of calcretes

in carbonate domains may proceed at rates of several

millimeters/103 years (Robbin and Stipp 1979). Therefore,

a lower limit of 103 years for the model seems reasonable.

The upper limit is determined by lack of data for deter-

mining the P:S ratio beyond the domain of 106 years. The

time limits, in turn, largely determine the limits in space. In

the time range of 103–106 years, the thickness of sediment

bodies typically falls in the range of 100–103 m, their

correlative lateral extent is approximately 101–105 m.

The proportions of P and S sequences in well-docu-

mented carbonate successions were found to be about 1:1

(Fig. 6). However, equal proportions of P and S sequences

are not an intrinsic property of the model. It is probable that

with increasing duration of cycles, S sequences (exposure

boundaries) become more abundant. Moreover, the per-

centage of P sequences (bounded by flooding surfaces) may

be higher in siliciclastics because during transgressions,

soils on siliciclastics are more easily removed than on the

fast-lithifying carbonates. The postulate that a significant

number of flooding surfaces serve as sequence boundaries

in the domain of[1 9 106 years is based on the carbonate

record (e.g. Erlich et al. 1990; Saller et al. 1993; Sattler

et al. 2009; Zampetti et al. 2004). Carbonate systems may

be terminated by exposure or they may drown. Drowning

implies that the growth potential of the system falls below

the rate necessary to keep up with the rate of relative sea-

level rise. Drowning unconformities are essentially flood-

ing surfaces. They are seismically prominent features that

repeatedly have been designated as sequence boundaries,

for instance in the papers listed above. Schlager (1999)

Parasequence
flooding boundaries

  Standard sequence
exposure boundaries

HST

HST

HST

HST

TST

TST

LST

Fig. 5 Scale-invariant (fractal)

sequence model (after Schlager

2004, modified). The model

assumes that in the time range

of 103–106 years, sequence

cycles of standard type, i.e. with

lowstand tracts and bounded by

exposure surfaces, and cycles of

parasequence type devoid of

lowstand tracts and bounded by

flooding surfaces, follow each

other in random succession. The

lower limit of the validity range

of the model is determined by

the rate of soil processes, the

upper limit by lack of sufficient

data, notably lack of intact

passive margins
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proposed to distinguish them as type-3 sequence bound-

aries from the exposure-related type-1 and type-2 bound-

aries. Another feature of the model, the fractal nature of

shelf-edge trajectories, is illustrated in Fig. 7.

T–R stratigraphy as a basis of scale-invariant

sequence models

T–R sequence stratigraphy subdivides stratigraphic suc-

cessions into transgressive–regressive couplets with the

sequence boundary at the top of the regressive systems

tract (Embry and Johannessen 1992; Embry 1993; Catu-

neanu 2006). The concept builds on the fact that most

shallow-water deposits can be subdivided into shoaling and

deepening intervals, frequently corresponding to intervals

of increasing and decreasing influence from land in deep-

water deposits. This principle holds for a wide range of

scales in time and space and could serve as the basis of a

scale-invariant model of stratigraphic sequences.

A hierarchy of cycles has been proposed for T–R

sequences (Embry 1993; Catuneanu 2006, p. 331).

Sequence ranks are distinguished by the range of base-level

fall and the degree of change in sedimentary regime at the

R/T sequence boundaries as well as by the degree of

deformation that occurred during the formation of the

boundary hiatus. However, the internal architecture of T–R

sequences does not change in this hierarchy. Consequently,

the concept could provide a valid basis for scale-invariant

sequence models.

The elegant simplicity and broad applicability of T–R

stratigraphy come at a price. The concept does neither

differentiate between normal and forced regression, nor

recognize the lowstand systems tract as a separate entity

(compare Fig. 1). Consequently, T–R stratigraphy does not

distinguish between (sea-level related) changes in accom-

modation and changes in sediment supply.

Discussion

Critique of the ordered-hierarchy concept

Testimony of random walk

A common argument for the existence of an ordered hier-

archy of sequence cycles is that one can see the superpo-

sition of cycles in the data—in outcrop, in wireline logs, in

curves of relative sea-level change and other stratigraphic

records. These observations usually are correct but in this

qualitative fashion, they contribute little to the discrimina-

tion between ordered hierarchy and randomness. The

important point, often neglected, is that superposition of

shorter and longer trends are also a characteristic of random

processes such as Brownian walk. Thus patterns as shown in

Fig. 8 are no argument for an ordered hierarchy of cycles

unless time series analysis or other quantitative techniques

indicate that a particular pattern arises from the superposi-

tion of cycles of different periods. Settling the question of

order versus randomness is particularly important for short

cycles in the sediment record. Very long cycles, such as the

two-first-order cycles of the Phanerozoic (e.g. Harrison

2002, Fig. 2) are so long and their effects are so large that

the geologic record shows them clearly as individual cycles,

probably linked to the formation and destruction of

meanexposure flooding

Sequences over 1.106 yr
                N=80

80 100100140  60 N 0% exposure surfaces

Sequences under 106 yr
             N=682

meanexposure flooding

Fig. 6 Abundance of standard

sequences (bounded by

exposure surfaces) and

parasequences (bounded by

flooding surfaces) in well-

documented successions of

peritidal carbonates. Upper
panel sequences of 1 9 106

years and longer, lower panel
sequences shorter than 1 9 106

years. In both categories, the

ratio of standard sequences and

parasequences is about 1:1.

After Schlager (2004), modified
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supercontinents. For sedimentary geologists, it is not par-

ticularly urgent to know if these long cycles are driven by

chaotic or ordered, periodic processes. The more urgent

question for sedimentologists and stratigraphers are the

sequences of lower rank (second-order and shorter), in

particular the cycles in the range of 103–105 years that

frequently determine the heterogeneity of reservoirs of

water or hydrocarbons in the subsurface.

Defining ranks by duration

The durations proposed for the various ranks (or orders) of

sequence cycles vary considerably. Schlager (2004) and

Catuneanu (2006, p. 330) compared published definitions.

Figure 9 presents a comparison of important papers. It is

clear that the differences are large. In fact, the extreme

positions for each order boundary differ at least by � order

of magnitude, in some instances the differences exceed a

full order of magnitude. Moreover, opinions do not seem to

converge in the course of time, yet convergence would be

expected if the classification reflected some ordered pattern

in nature. The fact that boundaries frequently are chosen at

full powers of ten also indicates that the orders are subdi-

visions of convenience in a continuum, comparable to the

subdivisions of the metric length scale. The somewhat

arbitrary nature of the separation of second and third order

cycles is also illustrated by the broad overlap of their

respective durations in the sea-level curve of Haq et al.

(1987), shown in Fig. 10. The duration of second-order

cycles in the epochs with good chronostratigraphy fre-

quently equals the duration of third-order cycles in the

epochs with poorer chronostratigraphy.

Rank-specific sequence architecture

The link between sequence duration and sequence archi-

tecture is not as straightforward as indicated by Vail et al.

0log2 (box size) -8 -8 -4 0
lo

g2
 (

nu
m
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r 
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xe

s)

4

8

12

D = 1.32 D = 1.37 D = 1.48

Bahamas
(carbonates)

Alabama
(clastics/carbonates)

New Jersey
(clastics)

-8 -4 0

4

8

12

4

8

12

0 10 km

0.6
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0

Bahamas(a)

(b)

Fig. 7 Test for fractal nature

of shelf-edge trajectories.

a Example of shelf-margin

trajectory of Cenozoic

carbonate platform in the

Bahamas (Eberli and Ginsburg

1988). b Results of box-

counting technique (Turcotte

1997) applied to Bahamian

example as well as prograding

shelf margin off Alabama and

off New Jersey (Greenlee 1988).

Plots show box size versus

number of boxes required to

cover the trajectory. Fractal

nature of trajectories is

indicated by the power-law

relationship (linear trend in bi-

logarithmic plot) of box size

versus number of boxes. All

trajectories mapped and

analyzed by the author

Fig. 8 Brownian noise and walk. a Brownian noise, i.e. a succession

of random numbers varying between –1 and ?1, with mean of 0. b
Brownian walk, i.e. the plot of the running sum of the numbers in (a).

Superposition of shorter and longer trends is a typical attribute of

Brownian walk but does not imply ordered hierarchy of cycles. After

Harrison (2002)
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(1991) and Duval et al. (1998). There can be little doubt

that duration has some influence on sequence architecture.

A comparison of very short and very long sequence cycles

shows this: the longest cycles, with durations of 108 years

tend to be rather symmetrical transgression-regression

cycles; they usually are observed on cratons and exposure

surfaces are the logical sequence boundaries (Sloss 1963;

Vail et al. 1977; Duval et al. 1998). In contrast, the shortest

cycles considered by sequence stratigraphers, units of 101–

102 years, tend to be strongly asymmetric, shoaling-upward

successions bounded by flooding surfaces. The bounding

surface at the top is a flooding surface because the time is

too short to form geologically recognizable soil horizons

(see discussion on scale-invariant models below). How-

ever, data on sequences of 103–107 years duration, the

interval most relevant to practical application of sequence

stratigraphy, do not conform well to the ordered-hierarchy

model.

Particularly unsatisfactory is the notion that the building

blocks of classical sequences (approximate domain 105–

106 years) are parasequences bounded by flooding surfaces

(Van Wagoner et al. 1990; Duval et al. 1998). Vail et al.

(1991) already indicated that the building blocks of third-

order cycles may be either parasequences bounded by

flooding surfaces or ‘‘simple sequences’’ bounded by

exposure surfaces. The growing attention on the falling-

stage and late highstand systems tracts produced many

more examples of exposure-bounded subunits (e.g. Plint

and Nummedal 2000, p. 8; Posamentier and Morris 2000).

In carbonates, Schlager (2004) found about equal propor-

tions of exposure boundaries and flooding boundaries in

sequences shorter and longer than 1 9 106 years. Schlager’s

(2004) data were compiled from numerous field sections,

each measured at one location. Studies examining the

lateral variability of boundaries in carbonates (e.g. Sattler

et al. 2005) indicate that the surface characteristics may

also change laterally from exposure to flooding and vice

versa. In summary, it seems that in a wide range of time

scales, the sequence record consists of a mix of units

bounded by flooding surfaces and units bounded by expo-

sure surfaces and these characteristics may change

laterally.

Case-by-case approach to sequence ranking

After extensive literature review, Catuneanu (2006, p. 332)

concludes that ‘‘no universally applicable hierarchy sys-

tem…has been devised yet’’ and proposes to assign

sequence ranks on a case-by-case basis. This approach

starts with assigning top rank (=first order) to the entire

sediment fill of a particular basin and defining lower-rank
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Fig. 9 Durations of orders of stratigraphic sequences as proposed by

various authors. In most instances, order boundaries of different

authors differ by more than half an order of magnitude; for fourth,

fifth and sixth orders the differences are even larger. Moreover,

opinions do not seem to converge with time (oldest publications at the

top of each column). After Schlager (2004), modified; based on

classifications in Vail et al. (1977), Williams (1988), Van Wagoner

et al. (1990), Carter et al. (1991), Vail et al. (1991), Reid and Dorobek
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Fig. 10 Duration of sea-level cycles of second and third order in the

estimated eustatic curve of the Mesozoic and Cenozoic of Haq et al.

(1987). The modes of the two categories are distinctly different but

the ranges broadly overlap because the third-order cycles of the

chronologically less constrained epochs have durations similar to the

second-order cycles of the well-dated epochs. After Schlager (2004),

modified
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sequences as appropriate. This approach undoubtedly has

merit. It should be noted, however, that in many respects it

represents the opposite of what the founders of sequence

stratigraphy had in mind. Catuneanu (2006) argues for

local or regional subdivisions instead of application of

globally established orders to regional datasets. An

attractive aspect of the case-by-case approach is that the

search for global signals may still be carried out once a

regional scheme is in place.

The examples of first-order sequences identified with

this method vary in duration from 5 9 106 years to

[600 9 106 years (Catuneanu 2006, p. 334). On the

short side, this range may easily be extended by another

order of magnitude. There are, for instance, pull-apart

basins whose entire history covers \5 9 105 years (e.g.

Van der Straaten 1992). The practical implication of the

approach of Catuneanu (2006) is that first-order

sequences may vary in duration in the range of

\5 9 105–600 9 106 years. Consequently, first-order

sequences in the case-by-case approach may correspond

to sequences of first to fourth order in the ordered-

hierarchy models. The case-by-case approach therefore

implies that the link between cycle architecture and cycle

duration of the ordered-hierarchy model has to be

abandoned.

Critique of the concept of scale-invariant sequences

Randomness is not a particularly appealing property, cer-

tainly not in the context of historic documentation. Most

historians would find it utterly unsatisfactory if they had to

describe human history as a random succession of war and

peace, economic growth and recession, etc. Earth scien-

tists, too, may be dissatisfied by the prospect of having to

describe an important document of earth history, the

sequence record, as a random succession of rises and falls

of sea level and waxing and waning sediment supply.

However, there is no reason for dissatisfaction. A major

task of earth scientists is to make predictions about

unknown parts of the subsurface. In this capacity, any

concept that helps improve subsurface prediction is wel-

come. The scale-invariant model may accomplish two tasks

with regard to geologic prediction. First, it provides a

baseline from which one can estimate the degree of order in

different parts of the sequence record and identify the

ordering principle (e.g. orbital or annual rhythms). Second,

for those parts of the record that closely follow the trend of

random walk, the statistics of the random case may be used

as predictor. The statistical properties of random events are

predictable provided the number of samples is sufficiently

large. Casinos and insurance companies do well with this

principle.

The term ‘‘scale-invariant’’ also merits some discussion.

Scale-invariance does not mean that scale is irrelevant for

the concept. On the contrary, the applicability of scale-

invariant models ends where processes that are crucial for

the development of diagnostic features of sequences have a

characteristic duration or a characteristic size. Important

limits in time or space for the scale-invariant sequence

model have already been mentioned and are further eval-

uated below.

Time limit set by soil formation

The development of exposure surfaces requires a certain

length of time, namely the interval required to develop soil

features. This seems the only way to distinguish between

the marine sediment surfaces exposed to the air for hours or

days, e.g. during a tidal cycle, and surfaces exposed long

enough that terrestrial conditions could be established.

Schlager (2004) estimates that about 1,000 years would be

required to form stratigraphically preservable, diagnostic

soil features in carbonate rocks. Carbonate rocks probably

preserve evidence of exposure in short cycles readily

because of extensive early cementation. In siliciclastics,

most soils are washed away before they can lithify. The

best evidence for exposure of siliclastic shelves commonly

occurs in incised river valleys that require more time to

develop than thin soils on alluvial plains. This may be one

reason for the postulate that units shorter than third-order

sequences are bounded by flooding surfaces.

Time limit set by plate tectonics

Schlager (2004) assumed an upper time limit of 106 years

for the scale-invariant sequence model because of scarcity

of carbonate sequences in the domain of 107 years and

beyond. Plate tectonics is thought to set this natural time

limit in the following way. The ideal setting for studying

the long-term sequence record is passive ocean margins

with their prograding, retrograding, upstepping and

downstepping shelf edges. However, the record of extant

passive margins only extends 180–200 Myr back into the

past and ocean crust is seldom more than 200 Myr old (e.g.

Condie 1997). Consequently, the record of the first-order

cycles (Duval et al. 1998) is based on the thin, epeiric

sediment cover of cratons and fragments of ocean margins

incorporated in mountain belts. It is unclear to what extent

this change in the type of sediment record used for

sequence studies influenced the architecture of the different

orders postulated by Duval et al. (1998). It is clear, how-

ever, that testing the validity of the scale-invariant model

for first-order cycles becomes nearly impossible under

these circumstances.
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Space limit set by the ‘‘mudline’’ in marine environments

The explorers of nineteenth century already knew that the

content of clay and fine silt in marine sediments increases

with depth and that there is a boundary, the ‘‘mudline’’,

below which cohesive fines dominate. Stanley et al. (1983)

defined the mudline as the level below which the mud

content no longer increases significantly with depth; they

found this level between 20 and 1,000 m depth in modern

oceans. George and Hill (2008) defined the mudline as the

level where mean grain size falls below 0.063 mm and

found it to lie between 6 and 194 m in modern oceans.

Regardless of its formal definition and exact position, the

mudline limits the scale-invariance of clinoforms. It

implies that clinoforms extending below the mudline

would have clay-dominated lower parts and would there-

fore be unable to maintain steep slope angles commensu-

rate with the angles of repose of non-cohesive sediment.

On the other hand, clinoforms associated with beaches and

shallow shelves (Thorne 1995, p. 98) would nearly always

be dominated by sand and rubble and therefore be able to

maintain steep foresets over their full height.

Shelf-edge trajectories

The fractal nature of shelf-edge trajectories provides

important geometric support for the fractal sequence

model. It should be noted, however, that the tests of frac-

tality are based on a very limited number of cases and that

the fractal characteristics only extend over 1.5–1.8 orders

of magnitude (Schlager, 2004). Consequently, the support

for this part of the model is not particularly high but it is

better than the mode of physics papers on fractals exam-

ined by Avnir et al. (1998).

Order in randomness

As mentioned above, the scale-invariant sequence model

offers a baseline for estimating the degree of order in

specific datasets. The studies of Harrison (2002) on sea-

level fluctuations and of Sadler et al. (1993), Sadler (1994,

1999) on sedimentation rates and accumulation histories

provide examples of subsets of ordered data in the overall

random trend.

Harrison (2002) shows two trend lines in the power

spectrum of the sea-level curve of Haq et al. (1987)—both

are close to the trend of random walk. However, Harrison

(2002) also shows that the eustatic sea-level curve derived

from the oxygen-isotope ratios of marine plankton

(SPECMAP curve, Imbrie et al. 1984) drastically differs

from the random trend. The dataset has a much flatter trend

and clearly shows the dominant orbital frequencies as

individual peaks. The SPECMAP sea-level curve is an

‘‘island of order’’ in the random trend. It is important to

note that the SPECMAP data were gleaned from the deep-

sea record, using a chemical proxy of sea-level variation.

Sequence-stratigraphic records of this time interval can be

fit in this chronostratigraphic framework by correlating

systems tracts and boundaries with the SPECMAP standard

(Anderson et al. 2004). However, it has not been demon-

strated that the procedure can be reversed and that the

SPECMAP sea-level curve can be generated from the

sequence record.

Sadler et al. (1993) and Sadler (1994) compiled and

analyzed tens of thousands of sedimentation rates of peri-

tidal carbonates. These rocks are particularly interesting for

sea-level studies because their vast majority was deposited

very close to sea level, in the top 10 m of the water col-

umn. Sedimentation rates show a pronounced deviation

from the random trend, indicating the presence of frequent

hiatuses in the time interval of 1.104–1.105 years (Fig. 4).

This interval corresponds to major periods in the Earth’s

orbital oscillations and Sadler (1994) indeed suggests that

sea-level oscillations linked to orbital rhythms have caused

this break in the random trend.

Peritidal carbonate deposits also illustrate the spread of

opinions on the question of order versus randomness in

stratigraphy. Sadler et al. (1993) and Sadler (1994) argued

for at least intervals of order in the peritidal record.

Drummond and Wilkinson (1996) emphasized the domi-

nantly random nature of the peritidal successions based on

the thickness-frequency distribution of beds in numerous

case studies. Lehrmann and Goldhammer (1999) found

patterns that ranged from random to ordered, based on

facies-stacking patterns. Applying a quantitative measure

of orderedness, Burgess (2008) confirmed the highly vari-

able behavior of the Lehrmann–Goldhammer data.

Origin of randomness in sequence record

The definition of ‘‘random’’ in the natural sciences is less

straightforward than it may seem and the earth sciences are

no exception to this rule (e.g. Middleton 1991, p.208). In

the present situation, it is more productive to invert the

question and ask: what causes the islands of order in a trend

that is indistinguishable from random walk? It seems that

the islands of order invariably indicate data sets where one

deterministic driver dominates the record. Examples are

orbital variations and diurnal cycles (see Harrison 2002,

Fig. 1 for examples). This observation strongly suggests

that the random trend dominates where a dominant driver is

absent such that the cumulative effect of several drivers of

irregularly varying strength controls the record.

At the most basic level, the sequence architecture as

described by Vail (1987), Van Wagoner et al. (1988) and

Posamentier and Vail (1988) reflects the balance of the rate
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of accommodation change and the rate of sediment supply.

However, each of these fundamental controls represents the

sum of several different effects such as eustasy, crustal

movements, etc. in the case of accommodation and topo-

graphic gradient, runoff, soil erodibility, strength, and

location of ocean currents, etc. in the case of clastic sedi-

ment supply. Carbonate production mainly depends on

climate, ocean chemistry and the state of organic evolution.

The situation is further complicated by interactions among

the drivers. Examples are the strong interactions between

tectonic deformation and erosion, plate tectonics and ocean

currents, sedimentation and subsidence, etc. Thus, it seems

quite plausible that the superposition of many, partly

interdependent drivers of highly variable strength lies at the

root of the random features of the sediment record in

general and the sequence record in particular. We can take

measure from the stock market in this regard. Share prices

result from the cumulative, orderly actions of many

rational individuals. However, barring highly unusual

events, the resulting curve is virtually indistinguishable

from random walk.

Role of sequence stratigraphy in geology

From the outset, sequence stratigraphy had a dual function:

it was a bridge between classical stratigraphy and seismic

stratigraphy, and a tool in global correlation. The bridge

function to seismics is not significantly affected by the

debate about ordered hierarchy and scale-invariance in the

sequence record. Sequence stratigraphy remains a powerful

tool for interpreting seismic data and the importance of

reflection seismics for petroleum geology and many fun-

damental questions in the earth sciences is undiminished.

The role as global chronologic standard suffers if the

orders of sequence cycles are simply subdivisions of con-

venience in a stratigraphic continuum rather than part of an

ordered temporal hierarchy of cycles. However, even

where the sequence record represents a random succession

of cycles, correlation—even at a global scale—is possible

wherever individual events can be dated accurately or

recognized by specific properties, such as the unconformity

at the Cretaceous–Tertiary boundary. The absence of an

ordered hierarchy of sequence cycles may be less damag-

ing to the role of the sequence stratigraphy as a chronologic

standard than the prominent function of unconformities in

defining sequences. Unconformities represent major gaps

in the record and thus greatly increase the uncertainties in

dating and globally correlating sequences [see Miall (1992)

for correlation experiments with random numbers; Kidwell

(1988) for lateral diachroneity of traceable sequence

boundaries and Sadler (1999, p. 32) for the effect of

unconformities on sedimentation rates].

Standardizing sequence stratigraphy

The history of sequence stratigraphy as a concept is

somewhat unusual. After initial work in the academic

domain, a single group in industry developed the concept

to a very advanced stage within about a decade. As a result,

sequence stratigraphy re-entered the academic domain in

highly mature and standardized form (Vail et al. 1977).

Subsequent discussion in the open, academic domain was

hampered by limited access to the seismic and drilling data

on which the definition of sequence orders and the Phan-

erozoic sea-level curve were based. At least some of the

problems with the ordered hierarchy of sequences may be

the result of this unusual history of the concept. Regardless

of the reasons, it seems that sequence stratigraphy is far

less settled in its approach than other branches of stratig-

raphy. The current search for common ground (Catuneanu

et al. 2009) is very useful but it also reveals how many of

the basic principles still are subject to rather controversial

debate (Helland-Hansen 2009). Standardization should

proceed very cautiously on controversial issues. Evolving

concepts must not be forced into a straitjacket by premature

standardization.

Conclusions

• Evidence for randomness and scale-invariance in the

stratigraphic record is strong. Sedimentation rates, rates

of accommodation change and the power of sea-level

changes plotted against the duration of the observation

span all show basic trends close to random walk.

Periodic fluctuations, such as the Earth’s orbital oscil-

lations, appear as islands of order in these basic trends.

• A scale-invariant, fractal model of sequences honors

the evidence for randomness in the stratigraphic record.

For time scales of 104–106 years (and probably longer),

the predictions of this model may serve as a baseline in

the search for islands of order in the sequence record.

• Definitions of orders of stratigraphic sequences vary

widely and show no convergence in the course of time.

In the time domain of 1 9 104–200 9 106 years, the

sequence orders defined by cycle duration seem to be

subdivisions of convenience rather than a reflection of

natural order. The proposition to define sequence orders

relative to the life cycle of a sedimentary also implies

that duration is a poor basis for defining sequence

orders.

• The visual impression of superposition of cycles in

stratigraphic data is a poor argument for an ordered

hierarchy of cycles. Random processes such as Brown-

ian walk also share this property.
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• Sequence stratigraphy still is in a state of flux, even

with regard to basic principles. Attempts to standardize

the method should respect this and leave ample room

for concepts to evolve.
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